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Two elements x and y of a partially ordered set P are said to be disjoint if there
 .is no z g P such that z F x and z F y. Denote by d P the supremum of the
cardinals k such that P contains a subset of pairwise disjoint elements with
 .cardinal number k . P. Erdos and A. Tarski Ann. of Math. 44, 1943, 315]329È
 .proved that, unless d P is weakly inaccessible, P contains a subset of pairwise
 . disjoint elements with cardinal number d P . J. Dauns and L. Fuchs J. Algebra
.115, 1988, 297]302 defined the Goldie dimension of a module M, denoted by
Gd M, as the supremum of all cardinals k such that M contains the direct sum of
k nonzero submodules. They proved that, unless Gd M is weakly inaccessible, M
contains a direct sum of Gd M submodules. In this paper, a unified proof of these
two results is given. It is also shown that similar results hold in the context of
modular lattices and abelian categories. Q 1998 Academic Press
Recall that a cardinal number is said to be weakly inaccessible if it is
uncountable, regular, and limit. Also, an infinite cardinal k is said to be
regular if k cannot be written as the sum of l - k cardinals smaller than
w xk ; otherwise, k is said to be singular 7, pp. 27]28 . The reader is
reminded that the existence of weakly inaccessible cardinals cannot be
proved in ZFC Zermelo]Fraenkel Set Theory together with the axiom of
.choice .
Two elements x and y of a partially ordered set P are said to be disjoint
 .if there is no z g P such that z F x and z F y. Denote by d P the
supremum of the cardinals k such that P contains a subset of pairwise
w xdisjoint elements with cardinal number k . P. Erdos and A. Tarski 3È
 .proved that, unless d P is weakly inaccessible, P contains a subset of
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 .pairwise disjoint elements with cardinal number d P . They gave an
 .example that shows that this result is not true, in general, if d P is weakly
inaccessible.
w xJ. Dauns and L. Fuchs 2 defined the Goldie dimension of a module M,
denoted by Gd M, as the supremum of all the cardinals k such that M
contains the direct sum of k nonzero submodules. They proved that,
unless Gd M is weakly inaccessible, M contains a direct sum of Gd M
nonzero submodules. Using the example of Erdos and Tarski, they alsoÈ
showed that this result is not true, in general, if Gd M is weakly inaccessi-
ble.
Although the proofs of the two referred results are completely different,
they strongly suggest that there exists a common structure behind them.
Our main objective is to investigate this question and to extend the
referred results to modular lattices and abelian categories.
To do this, we introduce the notion of an independence structure, as a
 .class not necessarily a set of sets, satisfying certain axioms. For these
structures, a notion of dimension can be defined. Examples of indepen-
dence structures are the set of independent sets of a matroid, the set of
join-independent subsets of a modular lattice, and the set of sets of
nonzero submodules of a given module whose sum is direct. As dimensions
of these particular independent structures, we recover the notions of the
dimension of a matroid and Goldie dimension of a modular lattice or a
module.
The finite Goldie dimension of a module is a well-known concept and
w xwe refer to 4 as a background reference. Dauns and Fuchs extended this
concept to the infinite case in the cited paper.
w xThe finite Goldie dimension of a modular lattice was introduced in 5
and is such that, if M is a module and L is the lattice of its submodules,
then the classical Goldie dimension of M is precisely the Goldie dimen-
sion of the lattice L. A possible extension of this definition to the infinite
 . w xcase different from the one studied in this paper was introduced in 6 . A
w xgood account of the work done on this subject can be found in 8 .
INDEPENDENCE STRUCTURES
< <Let us denote by X the cardinal number of a set X.
 .Let I be a class not necessarily a set of sets. A set is called
independent if it belongs to I and dependent if it does not. In this paper,
the class I is called a pre-independence structure if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
 .a B g I.
 .b If Y is a subset of an independent set X, then Y is independent.
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 .c If all the finite subsets of a set X are independent, then X is
independent.
 .d If X and Y are independent sets, F is a finite subset of X and,
 4for every y g Y _ F, y j F is dependent, then there exists an indepen-
X < X < < <  . Xdent set Y such that Y G Y _ F and X _ F j Y is independent.
EXAMPLE 1. These conditions remind us of the concept of a matroid
w x10 . Recall that a matroid is a set M, together with a set I of subsets of
 .  .  .M, called the independent subsets of M, that satisfies a , b , c , and
 . < < < <e If X and Y are finite independent sets and Y s X q 1, then
 4there exists y g Y _ X such that y j X is independent.
Let us prove that I is a pre-independence structure. Let X, Y g I and
 4let F be a finite subset of X such that, for every y g Y _ F, y j F f I.
 .  . < < < <  .It follows from b and e that Y F F . Also using e , it is not hard to
 .  .prove that every finite subset of X _ F j Y is in I. According to c ,
 .  .  .  .X _ F j Y g I. Therefore, a matroid M, I satisfies a ] d and is a
  4  4  4  44pre-independence structure. However, I s B, 1 , 2 , 3 , 2, 3 is a pre-
independence structure that is not the set of independent sets of a
 .matroid, as it does not satisfy e .
EXAMPLE 2. Let P be a partially ordered set. We say that a subset X
of P is independent if any two distinct elements of X are disjoint. Let I
 .  .  .be the set of all independent subsets of P. Obviously, a , b , and c are
satisfied.
Now, let X, Y g I and let F be a finite subset of X such that, for every
 4y g Y _ F, y j F f I. Then, for each y g Y _ F, we can choose f g F
X  4and z g P such that z F y, f. Taking Y [ z : y g Y _ F , it is easy toy y y
< X < < <  . X  .see that Y s Y _ F and that X _ F j Y g I. Therefore, d is also
satisfied and I is a pre-independence structure.
EXAMPLE 3. Let L be a modular lattice with 0 and 1. A finite subset F
of L is said to be join-independent if, for every y g F, y / 0 and
w   4.xy n E F _ y s 0. A subset X of L is said to be join-independent if all
w xfinite subsets of X are join-independent 8, p. 12 . Let I be the set of all
 .  .  .join-independent subsets of L. Obviously a , b , and c are satisfied.
 .Let us prove that d is also satisfied. Let X, Y g I and let F be a finite
 4subset of X such that, for every y g Y _ F, y j F f I. For every
 . w x  4y g Y _ F, z [ y n E F / 0 by 8, 1.5.2 and because F g I and y jy
X  4 < X < < <F f I. Taking Y [ z : y g Y _ F , it is easy to see that Y s Y _ Fy
 . X  .and that X _ F j Y g I. Thus, d is also satisfied and I is a pre-inde-
pendence structure.
 4EXAMPLE 4. Let M be a module. We say that a set S s S : j g J ofj
nonzero submodules of M is independent if the sum of all the submodules
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S is direct. Clearly, S is independent if and only if S is join-independentj
 .as a subset of the lattice of the submodules of M ordered by inclusion .
Therefore, the set I of all independent sets of submodules of M is a
pre-independence structure.
EXAMPLE 5. Let C be an abelian category and let C be an object of C.
 .Let L C be the class of all the subobjects of C, with equivalent
 .  .monomorphisms identified. Although L C is not necessarily a set, L C
 4has a natural structure of a modular lattice. Given a set C : j g J ofj
subobjects of C, the sum  C is a least upper bound and the intersectionJ j
w xF C is a greatest lower bound for the set 9, pp. 88]89, 92 .J j
Define join-independence of a set of subobjects of C as it was defined
for a subset of an ordinary modular lattice in Example 3. It is not hard to
see that the class I of all the join-independent sets of subobjects of C is a
pre-independence structure.
Now, suppose that C is a Grothendieck category. According to the
definition, C has a generator and, therefore, is locally small, that is, for
 . wevery object C, L C is actually a set and an ordinary lattice 9, pp. 114,
x  494 . Moreover, a set C : j g J of nonzero subobjects of an object C isj
w xjoin-independent if and only if the sum  C is direct 9, p. 117 .J j
 < <Let I be a pre-independence structure. If the class of cardinals X : X
4  .g I is bounded i.e., is a set , we call the dimension of I to the cardinal
< < 4d I s sup X : X g I ; .
 .otherwise, we say that d I si , where i is an element that does not
belong to the class of cardinal numbers. We make the convention that
k -i , for every cardinal k .
EXAMPLE 6. If I is the set of independence subsets of a matroid M,
then the dimension of I as a pre-independence structure is precisely the
w xdimension of the matroid M 10 .
 .EXAMPLE 7. If I is the set of Example 3, d I is said to be the Goldie
dimension of L and is denoted by Gd L.
EXAMPLE 8. Observe that if C is an object of a Grothendieck category,
 .then the Goldie dimension of L C is the supremum of all the cardinals k
 4such that there exists a set C : j g J , with cardinal number k , of nonzeroj
subobjects of C, such that the sum  C is direct.J j
If b s a q 1 is a successor ordinal, we denote the ordinal a by by. If
k s / is a successor cardinal, we denote the cardinal / by ks .aq1 a
LEMMA 9. Let I be a pre-independence structure, let Z be an independent
 .set and let g be an infinite successor cardinal such that g - d I .
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X < X <  . XThen there exist a finite set F and set Y such that Y G g and Z_ F j Y
is independent.
 .Proof. As g - d I , there exists an independent set Y such that
< <  XY G g . Using Zorn's lemma, it can be deduced that the set Z g I : Z :
X 4 < <Z : Z j Y has a maximal element Z . If Z G g , we take F s B and0 0
X < < < <Y s Z . Now, suppose that Z - g . Then Y _ Z G g . For every y g0 0 0
 4  .Y _ Z , y j Z is dependent, by maximality of Z , and, according to c ,0 0 0
 4we may choose a finite subset F of Z such that y j F is dependent.y 0 y
 .  .Consider the map f : Y _ Z ª P Z , where P Z denotes the set of0 v 0 v 0
 . y1 4.all finite subsets of Z , defined by f y s F . If all the sets f F had0 y y
cardinal - g , then, as
y1 y1  4Y _ Z s f F s f W , 4  . .D D0 y
ygY _ Z  .WgP Z0 0v
< < <  . < s swe would have Y _ Z F P Z g s g , which is impossible. Thus,0 v 0
< y1 4. <there exists y g Y _ Z such that f F G g . For every y g0 0 y0y1 4.  4  4  .f F , y j F s y j F is dependent. According to d , therey y y0 0
X < X < < y1 4. < < y1 4. <exists Y g I such that Y G f F _ F s f F G g andy y y0 0 0X .Z _ F j Y is independent.0 y0
 .LEMMA 10. Let I be a pre-independence structure. If d I -i is not a
 .limit regular cardinal, then there exists an independent set with cardinal d I .
 .  .Proof. If either d I s 0 or d I is a successor cardinal, the result is
trivial.
 .  .Now suppose that d I is an infinite singular cardinal. Then d I is
 .limit and there exist a cardinal l - d I and a sequence of cardinals
 :d : i - l , where i runs over all the ordinal numbers smaller than l,i
 .  . wsuch that d - d I , for every i - l, and d I s  d s sup d 7,i i- l i i- l i
xpp. 43]44 . Without loss of generality, we assume that d is a successori
cardinal and that d ) l, for every i - l. Otherwise, we can replace d byi i
 4 .the successor cardinal of max d , l .i
 :Now we construct, recursively, a sequence X : i - l , of independenti
sets, such that
< <X G d , i - l,i i
X _ X F l, 0 - i - l.D j i
j-i
Firstly, we choose as X any independent set with cardinal number0
greater than or equal to d . Suppose that i is an ordinal greater than 0.0
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Case 1. Suppose that i - l is a successor ordinal and that X isj
already defined, for every j - i. According to Lemma 9, there exist a finite
X < X <  . Xyset F and a set Y such that Y G d and X [ X _ F j Y isi i i
independent. We have
X _ X : X _ X y j X y_ X , .D Dj i j i i i /
yj-i j-i
yX _ X F lD j i
yj-i
and X y_ X : F. Therefore,i i
X _ X F l.D j i
j-i
Case 2. Suppose that i - l is a limit ordinal and that X is alreadyj
defined, for every j - i. The set
V [ X _ XD Di k j /
j-i k-j
has cardinal number less than or equal to l. Then, for every j - i,
< <Z [ X _V is an independent set such that Z G d . It is not hard toj j i j j
prove that, for all ordinals k, j such that k - j - i, we have Z : Z . Itk j
 .follows from c that U [ D Z is an independent set. Moreover,i j- i j
< < < <U s sup Z G sup d . It is also not hard to prove thati j- i j j- i j
X _U : V .D j i i
j-i
According to Lemma 9, there exist a finite set F and a set Y X such that
< X <  . XY G d and X [ U _ F j Y is independent. It can be shown thati i i
X _ X : X _U j F .D Dj i j i /
j-i j-i
Therefore,
< < < <X _ X F V q F F l,D j i i
j-i
X X< < < <X s U _ F j Y G Y G d . .i i i
This finishes the construction of the sets X , i - l, as we wanted.i
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Finally, suppose that i s l and, as in Case 2, construct the set U . Thisi
 . < <  .set is independent and d I G U G sup d s d I .i j- i j
 .Note that, when we apply Lemma 10 to Example 2 resp., Example 4 ,
 .we almost get the theorem of Erdos and Tarski resp., Dauns and Fuchs .È
 .We do not get these theorems just because the case d I s / is not0
covered by Lemma 10. The next example presents a pre-independent
 .structure I all of whose elements are finite but such that d I s / .0
EXAMPLE 11. We say that a set X of positive integers is independent if,
< <for every m g X, X F m. Let I be the set of all independent sets of
 .  .  .positive integers. Clearly, a , b , c hold, all the independent sets are
 .finite, and d I s / .0
 .Let us see that d is satisfied. Let X, Y g I and let F be a subset of X
 4such that, for every y g Y _ F, y j F is dependent. If F s X, then
 . < < < <X _ F j Y is independent. Now, suppose that F / X. We have F - X
 4 < <F f , for every f g F. Let y g Y _ F. As y j F f I and Y g I, F q 1
< < < < < <  .  .) y G Y . So, F G Y and X _ F j F is independent. Therefore d is
satisfied and I is a pre-independence structure.
 .  .  .In order to cover the case d I s / , we shall add to a ] d a new0
axiom.
Given a class of sets I, we say that an element x is indecomposable if
 4x g I and there exist no distinct elements y and z such that, if x g X,
  4.  4for some X g I, then y, z f X and X _ x j y, z g I. The class I is
called an independence structure if it is a pre-independence structure that
satisfies the following condition:
 .f If F is a finite independent set of indecomposable elements and
< <  .  4F - d I , then there exists y f F such that F j y is independent.
 .LEMMA 12. Suppose that I is an independence structure. If d I s / ,0
then there exists an infinite countable independent set.
 .Proof. In order to get a contradiction, suppose that d I s / and0
that there is no infinite countable independent set. Let X be a maximal
 .independent set of indecomposable elements. According to f , there exists
 4y f X such that X j y is independent. As y is not indecomposable,0 0 0
there exist distinct elements x and y such that x , y f X and X j1 1 1 1
 4x , y g I. Note that x and y are not indecomposable. Recursively, we1 1 1 1
can define two countable sequences of elements x , x , . . . and y , y , . . .1 2 1 2
 4  4such that X j x , . . . , x , y g I. Therefore, x , x , . . . is an infinite1 n n 1 2
countable independent set, which is impossible.
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 .EXAMPLE 13. If M, I is a matroid, then x g M is indecomposable if
 4  .and only if x is independent. Clearly, I satisfies f and, therefore, is an
independence structure.
EXAMPLE 14. Suppose that I is the set defined in Example 2 and let
us prove that I is an independence structure. Suppose that X is a finite
< <  .set of indecomposable elements such that n [ X - d I . Then there
 4exists an independent set Y s y , . . . , y , with n q 1 elements. Sup-1 nq1
 4pose, also, that there is no i g 1, . . . , n q 1 such that y f X andi
 4  4X j y g I. Then, for each i g 1, . . . , n q 1 , there exist x g X andi i
z g P such that z F x , y . Clearly, there exist two distinct indices r, s gi i i i
 41, . . . , n q 1 such that x s x . Then the element x is not indecompos-r s r
 .able, which is impossible. Therefore, f is satisfied and I is an indepen-
dence structure.
Note that the last argument also shows that the set of indecomposable
elements is a matroid.
EXAMPLE 15. Let I be the set of join-independent sets of a modular
lattice L. It is not hard to see that an element x is indecomposable if and
only if it is an uniform element of L, that is, for all 0 - y, z F x, y n z / 0
w x w x  w x.  .8, p. 11 . By 6, Theorem 1 cf. 8, 1.5.16 , f is satisfied and I is an
independence structure.
As in the previous example, it can be proved that the set of join-inde-
w xpendent sets of uniform elements is a matroid 1 .
EXAMPLE 16. Analogously, developing the adequate theory in a similar
way, it can be proved that, if I is the class of the join-independent sets of
 .subobjects of an object of an abelian category, then f is satisfied.
From Lemma 10 and Lemma 12, we get the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 17. Let I be an independence structure. If d I -i is not
 .weakly inaccessible, then there exists an independent set with cardinal d I .
As particular cases, we get the theorem of Erdos and Tarski, theÈ
theorem of Dauns and Fuchs, and similar results for modular lattices and
abelian categories.
Bearing in mind the example of Erdos and Tarski, the conclusion ofÈ
 .Theorem 17 is not true, in general, when d I is weakly inaccessible.
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